
[ch This proposal profoundly affected the course of the discussions when it was -
)n. put forward at the 1958 Conference; in fact, it formed the principal content of
nal several other plans at the Conference which rivalled the Canadian solution.
the t the-1960 Conference, it may be expected that once again there will be two
.od undamental approaches to the questions before the Conference: that of extending
ver he territorial sea, and that of distinguishing between the fisheries interests of a
of oastal state and the territorial sea.
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he' Second Conference is likely to be the last opportunity for many years to

uld ileach âgreement on the questions of the breadth of the territorial sea and of a
1" ELoastal state's fishing rights. It will thus be presented with a choice between the

rderly development of international law and the chaos which could result from

failure to meet this challenge to create new principles for the law of the sea.
, of The Second Conference will no doubt begin its deliberations at the point
:ers ^vhere the 1958 Conference left off. It may be expected that there will be placed

efore the Conference, possibly at its outset, proposals on the territorial sea and
the In fishing limits substantially similar to those advanced during the First Confer-

the . nce. It may be assumed that the Conferencè will have before it proposals for

the Ihe.recognition of a`three-to-twelve-mile territorial limit; for recognition of a

)m. tx-mile territorial sea and of the interests at the same time of states concerned

sts. ith distant-water fishing; and for a six-mile territorial sea and a further six-mile

ites clusive-fishing limit. There may be other formulaé proposed for the solution

nutE,^r these two questions.

Thef# If the basic solutions advanced at the First Conference are analyzed, it will
n M.

lich
rr a three-to-twelve-mile territorial sea, the - proposal of the Soviet Union, the

akeE = nited States and Canadian solutions all recognized, implicitly or explicitly, that
tenti ^ state ma claim 'urisdiction over fishin
tula! 'A y' ^ g in a twelve-mile zone contiguous to

coastline. In fact, more than eighty nations voted for a twelve-mile fishing
heid sdiction in one or other of the forms in which it was advanced in the varirn,s
eivc^. „7oposals put forward at the Conference.
wa^-. ^ This clearly demonstrates that, in spite of the failure of the First Conference
ost !c] reach agreement on the territorial.sea and on fishing limits, almost the entire

tile^ iernational community, did agree on one crucial matter: a coastal state has a
tte' n ht to a twelve-mile fishery jurisdiction. In view of this wide measure of agree-
th nt, there is good reason to hôpe that the next Conference may resolve the
th P oblems before it.
sive It is the Canadian view that the unqualified `six plus six' ,formula will come
trol c, sest to meeting the needs of all states, thus proving an acceptable compromise
er. a a the next Conference. The reasons for this may be seen from a comparison of

Canadian formula with other solutions:
The Canadian formula differs from the proposal for a three-to-twelve-mile

ritorial sea in that it grants to coastal states all the advantages which they


